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Engineering Bulletin18-001 

CIMScan Data Network Applications and Electrical Interference 
 
 
CIMTechniques CIMScan environmental monitoring system, utilizes remote sensors to gather environmental data such 
as temperature, humidity, particle counts, etc. in various industries and applications.  CIMTechniques offers several 
network configurations as part of our product offering. Technical consideration and selection, in terms of the data 
network configuration being installed, should be reviewed prior to deploying any CIMScan system in your operation.  
Selecting the appropriate CIMScan data network before installation will greatly increase the reliability and performance 
of the overall system once deployed.  This Engineering Bulletin will outline the data network configurations offered by 
CIMTechniques and the important things to consider (especially Electrical Noise Immunity), before selecting equipment 
for installation. 
 

1. RS-485 Network Configurations:  This data network configuration includes CIMScan products such as the DA-
07X network controller, CS-XX EMS sensors, PD-XX Configurable I/O Modules, P23X Particle Counters, PA-X X 
Alarm Indicators, RM-X X Wireless Data Bus Adapter, and the CS-05 RS-485 to Sensor Bus (one wire) data 
network bridge.  The RS-485 network configuration is a serial data bus that uses 2 wire differential voltage.   
 
The advantages of this network configuration are: 
 

a. Very High Noise Immunity:  Using a two-wire data bus (24 VDC), with twisted pairs and cable shielding 
(optional depending upon application) creates a very reliable data network in electrical noisy (EMI, EMR) 
environments. 

b. Extended Network Range & Devices:  RS-485 supports up to 4000 feet of network length and up to 32 
devices on a single network.  The network is also extendable with the use of RS-485 repeaters. 

c. Faster Data Transmission Speeds:  Up to 100 KB per second. 
 
The disadvantages of this network configuration are: 
 

d. Requires Specific Data Cable:  RS-485 requires special 4 conductor, two twisted pair wiring with a shield 
(shield optional depending upon application).  Common Ethernet CAT-5 / 6 cable cannot be used. 

e. Requires Manual Device Addressing:  RS-485 requires devices to be assigned specific addresses. 
f. Not Suitable for High Bandwidth Applications:  RS-485 supports up to 100KBS data transfer rates. 

 
2. Sensor Bus Network Configurations:  This data network configuration includes CIMScan products such as the 

DA-12X network controller, CT-XX EMS sensors, CZ-XX EZ Cal EMS Sensors, CV-XX Sensor Bus Taps / Adapters, 
RM-X X Wireless Data Bus Adapter, and the CS-05 RS-485 to Sensor Bus (one wire) data network bridge.  The 
Sensor Bus network configuration is a serial data bus that uses a one wire digital (0 – 5 VDC) data bus. 
 
The advantages of this network configuration are: 

 
a. Uses Standard Networking Cables:  Can be installed using standard CAT-5 network cabling. 
b. Automatic Device Addressing:  Does not require devices to be manually assigned addresses. 
c. Requires Less Electronic Hardware:  Less networking components / hardware required. 
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The disadvantages of this network configuration are: 
 

d. Low Noise Immunity:  Since the Sensor Bus is a one wire (Data and Ground) data bus and uses 0 – 5VDC 
it is more susceptible to electrical EMI / EMR interference.  The Sensor Bus solution should not be used 
in high EMI environments, or must be installed with additional shielding and grounding. 

e. Restricted Network Range:  Sensor Bus networks maximum length is 250 feet. 
f. Supports Up To 16 Devices:  Sensor Bus supports up to 16 devices maximum on a network. 

 
3. Wireless (900 Megahertz RF and WiFi ) Network Configurations:  This data network configuration includes 

CIMScan products such as the DA-33X network controller, CQ-XX EMS sensors and probes, and the CQ-05 
Wireless to Sensor Bus (one wire) data network bridge.  CIMTechniques is also releasing a new DQ-XX Series of 
WiFi wireless sensors in late 2019.  The current CQ Wireless network configuration is a 900 Mhz RF wireless 
solution, with an additional DQ WiFi wireless solution coming in 2019. 
 
The advantages of this network configuration are: 

 
a. Medium Noise Immunity:  RF is less susceptible to EMI / EMR than one wire data networks. 
b. No Sensor Cabling and Lower Installation Costs:  Wireless (900 Mhz RF) communication sensors require 

no network cabling or power supply. 
c. Intermediate Network Range:  Wireless communication (900 Mhz RF) up to 1500 feet depending on 

building structures, however is expandable with 900 Mhz RF Repeaters. 
d. Ease in Changing or Expanding Network:  Changing sensor locations or adding sensors is simpler. 

 
The disadvantages of this network configuration are: 
 

e. Network Range Determined by Physical Building Configuration:  The Wireless (900 Mhz RF) range is 
affected by the building construction and layout. 

f. Typically Requires Battery Power:  Wireless sensors operate using alkaline batteries which have an 
approximate one-year life depending on the application. 

g. Higher Equipment Cost:  Wireless (900 Mhz RF) wireless components are costlier than wired. 
 

4. Optional Current Loop (4-20ma) Network Configurations:  This data network configuration can be included as 
part of the CIMScan RS-485 networking configuration (#1 above).  The current loop network configuration is a 
serial data bus that uses 2 wire current loop (rather than voltage).   
 
The advantages of this network configuration are: 
 

a. Very High Noise Immunity:  Using a two-wire data bus, with twisted pairs and cable shielding (optional 
depending upon application) creates a very reliable data network in electrical noisy (EMI, EMR) 
environments. 

b. Requires 2 Wire Cabling (instead of 4):  Current loop networks only require two conductor cable which 
is less expensive and easier to install. 

c. Extended Network Range:  Up to 1000 feet or more are common. 
 
The disadvantages of this network configuration are: 
 

d. Can Be Higher Cost:  Combining the 4-20ma Current Loop and RS-485 networks can require additional 
hardware or interfaces which can be costlier. 

e. Requires Manual Device Addressing:  RS-485 / 4-20ma networks requires devices to be assigned specific 
addresses. 

f. Each 4-20ma Node Requires a Separate Connection:  Each network node (sensor) requires a dedicated 
4-20ma Current Loop node. 
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Conclusion:   
 
As one can see, there are numerous networking solutions available for implementing CIMScan EMS technology, and it is 
highly critical to consider the advantages and disadvantages of each when designing the system before installation and 
commissioning.  The type of data network selected, as well as the quality of the system installation, will be the most 
important factors in deploying a successful, robust, fully operational EMS system. 
 
CIMTechniques has published installation guides for all our equipment, and it is highly recommended that these be 
carefully reviewed before and during product installation.  Small items such as properly terminating electrical 
connections, using the appropriate cabling, properly routing cables, protecting EMS cabling and components from 
damage in the workspace, and of course selecting the right network configuration and associated hardware are critical 
to success. 
 
If you have any questions about your CIMScan system installation, network configurations, hardware, or installation 
methods, please do not hesitate to contact us at our corporate office.  We have a team of highly trained individuals 
available to assist and answer your questions. 
 
 


